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Maestros y votantes de Puerto Rico
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Usen el código 20020 como si fuera su Zip Code al registrarse para recibir las papeletas de Puerto Rico.

Use the code 20020 as your zip code when signing up to receive a Puerto Rico ballot.
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2022 
 National Student Mock Election

Vote anytime between Oct. 12th and Oct. 30th







How the Mock Election Works:[image: YouTube logo]
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The 2022 National Student Mock Election 

is now easier than ever to participate

Students can access their ballots 
 from any Internet able device
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ABOUT US

Bringing civic education to the classroom since 1980.

Learn More














About the Event
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The 2022 National Student Mock Election is a collaboration of civic-minded organizations coming together to ensure every school-age student has the opportunity to learn about civics in general and to participate in the most important function a citizen in a democracy can - to vote. 

These groups include Discovery Education, University of Virginia's Center for Politics Youth Leadership Initiative, Constituting America, America's Mock Election, Win My Vote, the National Student/Parent Mock Election, ConSource, as well as countless donors that have contributed over the last few decades.


Two organizations in particular, the Youth Leadership Initiative (YLI) and the National Student/Parent Mock Election, come to this national event with decades of experience in hosting nationwide online mock elections.

The Youth Leadership Initiative (YLI) at the University of Virginia Center for Politics was founded by Professor Larry J. Sabato with the mission of increasing civic engagement by providing teachers the best resources and activities for civics education. Professor Sabato found that the many of his students were coming to the University with little knowledge of the U.S. political system and a lack of urgency in being civically engaged. He founded YLI and its National Mock Election in response which since that time has assisted over 100,000 educators and reached millions of K-12 students throughout the nation and around the world. Educators may access free lesson plans, downloadable mock election decorations, printable instructions, debate watching guides and much more after registering for free at www.youthleadership.net. YLI's activities and resources develop the knowledge and understanding of the importance of being a civically engaged citizen. 

The National Student/Parent Mock Election was started in 1980 by Edward Stanley and Gloria Kirshner who created Exploring on NBC, a nationwide broadcast of the elementary school curriculum in language arts, social studies, math, and science. Exploring became extremely popular, but the two quickly noticed that social studies teachers, especially those attempting to teach civics and government, were underserved. In fact, coaches and math teachers were taking on civics courses at the middle and high school levels. Stanley and Kirshner both realized these underserved children - and their children's children - would soon determine the destiny of the world's longest-lasting democracy. The first-ever National Student/Parent Mock Election was in 1980 and had teachers, students and parents casting votes in approximately 30 states. Since that time, millions of students from across the U.S. participated in their mock elections. In 2016 the National Student/Parent Mock Election moved online, mobile, and social and over a million teachers and students participated.

The collaborating organizations believe that millions of students and their teachers will log in, review candidate profiles, compare issue statements, discuss, debate, and cast their vote online in the National Student Mock Election!
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SPONSOR

Sponsors will be featured on the 2022 NSME website, ballots, and Discovery Education

Become a Sponsor














Become a Featured Sponsor by donating $5,000 or more
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Groups, organizations, and individuals that donate $5,000 or more will have their logo and a link to their website featured on the Partners and Sponsors page viewable to over 5 million students and teachers across all 50 states.

Featured sponsors will also be mentioned on the Discovery Education live stream election night style coverage of the mock election going out to over 50 million people across 90 countries.

To learn more about becoming a featured sponsor, please email us at admin@2020nsme.com.
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Constituting America
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Constituting America is a 501(c)(3) education foundation whose mission is to utilize the culture and multi-media outreach such as music, film, internet, and social media to reach, educate and inform America's adults and students about the importance of the U.S. Constitution and the foundation it sets forth regarding our freedoms and rights. Our multi-tiered approach features a contest for kids, a school speaking program, academic forums with Constitutional Scholars, and Patriot Clubs. National Youth Director Juliette Turner reaches youth across America with her bestselling book, Our Constitution Rocks, and motivational speeches, videos and media interviews.

www.constitutingamerica.org
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Atlantic University College
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MISSION

In keeping with its philosophical principles of Accessibility and Adaptability, Atlantic University College has the mission of:

Provide university education of excellence, as leaders in science and digital arts, contributing to the integral development of our students in a democratic environment, which allows them to perform successfully and contribute to the economic, political and social development of their country, maintaining a commitment to continuous evaluation and institutional improvement.

VISION

To be a proactive and leading institution with a cutting-edge university offer, excellence and high technology in science and digital arts or another emerging market within and outside our island borders.

Atlantic University College is a non-profit educational institution located in the city of Guaynabo. It is the first and only university-level Institution in this town. It is located in a pleasant and welcoming environment. It is home to one of the historic buildings of the city, next to the Mayor's House and opposite the Church, which surrounds it with historical memories of the architectural influence of Spanish culture.
Atlantic University College was born in response to the need in the community for an institution of higher education due to the growing business demand for specialized and highly educated personnel.

While providing educational opportunities, Atlantic University College strives to provide its students with a caring climate that allows them to develop holistically as individuals. The Institution has assumed the commitment to offer its enrollment an education that promotes excellence at all levels: educational, cultural and social.
Atlantic University College inaugurated its programs in 1983. The study programs are in accordance with the philosophy of the Institution, which is based on the principles of accessibility to all people and adaptability to the needs of the community.
Atlantic University College was founded by Colonel Ramón M. BarquÃn and Dra. Teresa de Dios Unanue.

Its study system is quarterly and has all the federal financial aid available if the student qualifies. Those interested in acquiring more information visit us at www.atlanticu.edu
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National Student/Parent Mock Election
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The National Student Mock Election (formerly the National Student/Parent Mock Election) was started in 1980 by Edward Stanley and Gloria Kirshner. The two made a prolific pair in the 1960s: creating Exploring on NBC, a nationwide broadcast of the elementary school curriculum in language arts, social studies, math, and science. Exploring was a hit: over 600,000 teachers requested the series Teachers Guide. Stanley, Director of Public Affairs for NBC, and Kirshner, an educational consultant, knew they had something substantial.

But the two quickly noticed that social studies teachers, especially those attempting to teach civics and government, were underserved. In fact, coaches and math teachers were taking on civics courses at the middle and high school levels. Stanley and Kirshner both realized these underserved children — and their children's children — would soon determine the destiny of the world's longest-lasting democracy. 

The absence of basic civic lessons (like the importance of voting) could very well threaten democracy itself.
"Enlighten the people generally", Thomas Jefferson wrote, "and tyranny and oppressions of body and mind will vanish like evil spirits at the dawn of day." Stanley and Kirshner were inspired by this quote and spent 10 years seeking a solution. Eventually, the two connected with legendary education leaders Dr. Benjamin Bloom, Dr. Lawrence Kohlberg, and Dr. Arthur W. Foshay. The experts helped Stanley and Kirshner develop a project titled the NBC Parent Participation TV Workshop Project. 

The first-ever National Student/Parent Mock Election (NSPME) was in 1980 and had teachers, students and parents casting votes in approximately 30 states. By 1984, 2 million participated; and by 1988, 5 million. In 2016, the National Student Mock Election moved online, mobile, and social and over a million teachers and students participated. In 2020, we expect up to 5 million teachers and students to log on, review candidate profiles, compare issue statements, discuss, debate, and cast their vote online!
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America's Mock Election
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America's Mock Election (and its subsidiary, American Civic Education) is a strictly nonpartisan 501(c)(3) organization without party affiliation, bias, or designation. We work to advance the American public's knowledge of civics, legislation, and voting through a variety of outreach, information, and education initiatives.

America's Mock Election develops fun, engaging, and exciting educational media content to encourage student voting and civic involvement. We work with content partners to produce teacher curriculum materials, teen-oriented celebrity PSA's, and civic awareness projects. It is our goal to engage America's 56 million elementary, middle, and high school students about the importance of civics, citizenship, and the power of their future vote.

www.americasmockelection.org
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ProCon
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The award-winning ProCon.org website serves more than 20 million people each year, including students and teachers in more than 11,000 schools in all 50 states and 90 countries. Additionally, 37 U.S. state governments, 17 U.S. state departments of education, 31 foreign governments, 25 U.S. federal agencies, and thousands of media articles have cited ProCon.org.

For each of its U.S. presidential election sites since 2008, ProCon.org has attracted millions of readers with its coverage of the candidates and their positions on key issues. In 2012, the New York Times ("Great Free Websites for Teaching Election 2012," September 5, 2012) hailed the ProCon.org election site as "the most comprehensive teaching tool for researching the candidate's stance on issues." The Times recommended ProCon.org again in 2022 as among the essential election sites for students wanting to engage with that year's presidential campaign (Natalie Proulx and Katherine Schulten, "Election 2020: 11 Ways to Engage Students From Now Until November," nytimes.com, May 21, 2020).

www.procon.org
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National Student Council
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Since 1931, the goal of National Student Council (NatStuCo) has been to help all student councils become more effective organizations. NatStuCo represents middle level and high school councils nationwide. It seeks to provide a valuable leadership partnership between students and their school. It creates the opportunity for students to become effective leaders, thus encouraging and influencing a positive school climate.

NatStuCo is a program of the National Association of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) and is located at the NASSP national office in Reston, VA.

www.natstuco.org
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Youth Leadership Initiative
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The Youth Leadership Initiative at the University of Virginia Center for Politics is dedicated to increasing civic engagement by providing teachers with the best civics education materials and programs. Research shows that quality civics education programs are essential to creating lifelong citizenship and YLI programs empower students to take responsibility for our democracy.

In 1998 UVA professor and Center for Politics Director Larry J. Sabato founded the Youth Leadership Initiative to combat the apathy and cynicism that he saw in his politics students. Professor Sabato believed that by creating quality civics education programs students would be energized to accept the responsibilities of citizenship and become lifelong participants in American democracy.

Activities such as the yearly Mock Election, E-Congress, Democracy Corps, and YLI lesson plans do more than just teach about civics and government. Each program is infused with simulations and hands-on projects that connect students with the political process. YLI is proud to be working with American Evolution to commemorate the arrival of the first Africans and women in significant numbers, and the beginning of representative government in America. In preparation for 2019, YLI and American Evolution have created the digital First Freedom Wall. The First Freedom Wall is a place where students can share ideas, comment on current issues, and think critically about our democracy. The Youth Leadership Initiative (YLI) provides everything educators need to get their students in the game absolutely FREE of charge. There is no catch.

yli236.youthleadership.net
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Vote16USA
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OUR MISSION

Vote16USA is a national campaign, organized by Generation Citizen, that aims to support efforts to lower the voting age on the local level, help start new local campaigns, and elevate the issue's prominence on a national level.

OUR BACKGROUND

The Vote16USA campaign was officially launched in December 2015, with the release of our white paper "Young Voices at the Ballot Box: Advancing Efforts to Lower the Voting Age." This comprehensive report was written after extensive research and interviews with experts and stakeholders. Importantly, it included legal research to show which cities and states are primed to lower the voting age to 16. The paper has since been updated and the third edition was published in 2020.

Now, guided by an Advisory Board and a Youth Advisory Board, we aim to help with the coordination of new and current local campaigns around the country while elevating the issue nationally through traditional and social media and by building partnerships with a broad group of stakeholders. This website serves as the central hub for these efforts as we move forward.

www.vote16usa.org
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Nation Builder
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NationBuilder makes software that powers movements around the globe, and the thousands of customers we serve include every type of leader you can imagine. They're multi-chaptered organizations raising awareness for causes around the world; they're grassroots nonprofits working to shape their cities and communities for the better; they're citizens stepping up to run for office for the first time. Whether they're working in politics, education, advocacy, energy, or an industry yet to be named — they're people who envision a future they can't build alone. They use NationBuilder to make it real.

www.nationbuilder.com
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Run For Office
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Run For Office (RFO) is an initiative of NationBuilder that provides critical, free information on what offices people can run for, how to get on the ballot, and when they need to file to run for office, in the first-ever database of its kind — a directory of all candidacy information and races, including down-ballot local municipalities, school boards and special elections. RFO currently hosts all federal, state executive, state legislative, county, and school board positions in the United States — approximately 145,000 positions. NationBuilder built the database to be searchable by address, so anyone, anywhere can access information on the offices available to run for with just their zip code.

www.runforoffice.org
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ASAP Finance
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ASAP Finance is a lending company that was launched to help people who get into a crisis situation overcome their financial problems. It supports students and provides fair loans for those who need money urgently but can get funds from traditional lenders. Even if you have bad or no credit, the platform is always here to help. It works with multiple partner lenders across the US and offers online lending services that are accessible and fast.

The driving force and guide of ASAP Finance in doing its business are assisting needy people and treating its customers based on respect, integrity, privacy, excellent customer service, and a sense of urgency. The company only partners with licensed, trusted, and reputable lenders, so working with it is safe.

It also has an educational center designed to help people reach their financial goals through practical principles of financial literacy. It is committed to helping consumers build a better financial future.

www.asapfinance.org
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NASS
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OUR MISSION STATEMENT

To enable superintendents to facilitate positive learning outcomes for all students and advocate effectively for public education.

The National Association of School Superintendent (NASS) is the only national association focused solely on serving the needs of school superintendents. We offer resources, tools, and advocacy opportunities for thousands of superintendents across the country. 

NASS represents and advocates for education leaders nationwide and is active in student advocacy at the federal level. NASS members lead efforts in negotiations on school finance, reducing bureaucracy, mental health, school safety, equity, civil rights, special education, the needs of English learners, teacher, staff and administrator training, health and many other important policy areas in K-12 education in America.


NASS's focus on educational equity means the association plays a lead advocacy role on issues such as school discipline, school climate and safety, mental health and wellness, and supporting historically underserved student populations. NASS is deeply committed to closing opportunity and achievement gaps and to elevating the voices of students in our public schools. Through our annual advocacy events, NASS ensures that education leaders always have a seat at the Federal table in conversations that have the power to shape our children's and our country's future.

www.nass.us
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HexOcean
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"When COVID 19 changed our software development schedule we needed to pivot; we pivoted to HexOcean."
 — Jim Gillis, Board of Directors, 2022 National Student Mock Election

As a full-service software engineering firm, we offer a range of products and services to transform your ideas into reality. Whether you are developing a new app, are seeking tech advice or are ramping up your IT team, we're your go-to.

CUSTOM WEB APPLICATIONS

We have the know-how to fix or enhance your existing software or create a new custom web application.

IT CONSULTING

Rely on our expertise for efficient and cost-effective ways to set up your product architecture and infrastructure that meet business goals.

IT RECRUITMENT

As developers, we recognize the most important skills needed to get the job done and who will be the best fit for your organization.

www.hexocean.com
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Airwave Tech
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Airwave Tech helps early stage co-founders, executives, and technical leaders with making the hard decisions without making the hard investments. Get the critiques you are looking for from an experienced and trusted adviser. 

TECHNOLOGY

From real time data streams to implementing a continuous delivery system, Airwave Tech provides a range of modern DevOps solutions and self-management tools to keep your services up and running. 

MANAGEMENT

Managing people alongside projects can be unforgiving. Airwave Tech 's Stack model adds your Teams as another layer in your tech stack. We want to ensure the same care and maintenance that goes into your tech also applies to the people who make it happen.

www.airwavetech.io
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CTRL+ALT+D
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Web, Application, and Embedded Software Development

A computer does only what you tell it to do. But if your computer can't do the job or there's no software on the market that meets your team's needs, we can make you a custom program or application that does. 

	Data Processing
	Content Management
	Workflow Automation
	Commercial Product Integration


www.ctrlaltd.dev






















State by State Results?
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Watch the Results Show
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Get Your Class Results









There are no results. Please check the email.
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